2005 chev silverado 4x4

A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to
help keep you safe. Mark was great he answered all my questions and I had a lot of questions
since I was 91miles away. Family owned very honest and personable. Highly recommend. The
link to this car didnt work. I wrote and ask mileage and automatic. He just sent me another link
and didnt answer my question. I told him the link didnt work. Still didn't answer my question but
I'm still waiting after this last attempt. Dealer was great to work with. Good deals on their
vehicles and fair on trades. Would buy there again. Great buying experience! From the moment
we walked through the door and were greeted by Dave, we felt respected, heard and valued.
Ended up buying the car from them. They also put in emission test and new battery if needed as
the battery was dead when we arrived. They were super friendly and very easy to work with.
Quick sale. Best experience we have in the 4 days of car shopping in Phoenix. These guys rock!
We bought the van, it broke down a few miles later. They had a flatbed there in 20 minutes. Took
it back to their shop, called me the next morning and repaired it at no cost! I definitely
recommend them! Yes, I've looked at so many I'm very grateful they send pictures of the truck I
inquired about. Its so very appreciated and helpful. Quick response from the dealer. Had a great
experience there. This is not a huge dealership that's going to try to pressure you into anything.
I bought the vehicle which was in great condition and the price was perfect. Go see Stephanie if
you want to positive car shopping experience! I spoke with Stephanie, and she was
phenomenal. Very helpful, very nice, and even though we were not able to come to a financial
agreement problem was on my side, not theirs , she was very good to deal with. I will definitely
work with her again if they have a vehicle that fits both my wish list AMD my budget! This was a
essential buy. I had a great experience and drove away in my new vehicle same day! They were
covid considerate and did a great job. I would recommend them for a good experience. Nice
selection of cars on the Rock Star lot. No high pressure tactics. Unfortunately, the car I was
interested in sold before I could make an offer. I never received a quality response. I received a
spam email for this dealership. The phone numbers are false and disconnected lines. Would
recommend this dealership as a legit shop. Paul is amazing person! And honest man.
Responsive and straight forward personality. I bought 4x4 Tahoe from him, I called him on the
phone answered right away and as promised the moment I showed up I bought the car. Eddie
was a good guy and a professional. We would of bought the truck except there was a last
minute problem with the engine check light. So we bought a truck elsewhere. He called me back
when it was fixed but we had already bought the other truck. The truck was clean and was just
as advertised. I would definitely recommend this dealership. Had question about car regarding
color. One color was in picture , another in the description. Turned out the correct color was
listed in description , which I was not interested in. Dealer was prompt in answering my
queston. Other than a new hood and grille, the Chevy Silverado HD stayed pretty much the
same for This sturdy pickup has 38 trims from which to choose, giving new meaning to the
phrase "freedom of choice. Extended and Crew Cab trims have 4 doors and seat while Regular
Cab trims have 2 doors and seat 3. With the trailering option, max towing capacity jumps up to

anywhere from lbs. Looking for a little more variety in your powertrain? You can choose the
optional 6. Overall, drivers like the Silverado HD's powertrain choices and impressive towing
capacity. On the other hand, this rugged domestic pickup could use better materials.
Consumers in the market for something extra strong should definitely look into the Chevy
Silverado HD. With all those trims, you'll probably find the model that best fits your needs. We'll
help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and
we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help
with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide.
Best deals first. Private Seller: Rick. Escondido, CA Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. CarGurus
User. Authorized Chevrolet Dealer. Private Seller: Eric. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? Make
Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details.
Look at this Chevrolet Silverado LS. Its Automatic transmission and Gas V8 5. We try and make
the car buying process as easy and transparent as possible by offering unbeatable wholesale
prices to both Auto Dealers and the Public alike. We understand that we do business a little
differently than the traditional car dealer of the past and we hope streamlining the process and
cutting out the sales gimmicks and middleman will not only let you buy a quality vehicle at a
fraction of the price offered by most Auto Dealers but hopefully also leave you with a great
feeling of an easy, quick, fun experience. That will bring you back for years to come. Be sure to
visit our virtual showroom for available inventory at iAutoOhio. AS IS! The satellite radio system
in this Chevrolet Silverado gives you access to hundreds of nation-wide radio stations with a
clear digital signal. Anywhere on the planet, you will have hundreds of digital stations to choose
from. Keep safely connected while in this model with OnStar. The vehicle projects refinement
with a racy metallic gray exterior. This Chevrolet Silverado is equipped with a gasoline engine.
Equipment listed is based on original vehicle build. Please confirm the accuracy of the included
equipment by calling the dealer prior to purchase. Recent Arrival! Odometer is miles below
market average! Your safety is our Top Priority. We are constantly sanitizing our vehicles,
offices, showroom, etc. Any remaining paperwork will be carefully handled and delivered to the
guest for completion, all while maintaining a safe social distance of no less than 6 feet. If you
require additional safeguards, please reach out to our team. AS IS Sweet Wheels! Great Deals!.
Our Fees are Low. Just Ask. Ask for Details. Call Major League at for any of your auto repair
needs. Only , Miles! This Chevrolet Silverado boasts a Gas V8 4. Just minutes away! Experience
the difference with Woodhouse Auto Family and purchase your next used vehicle with
confidence. With more than used vehicles available through our 19 dealerships you can find the
car, truck or SUV that fits your lifestyle and budget, easily. Plus, we offer a variety of finance
options and accept trades. And every vehicle has been through a safety inspection to ensure
they're road ready. Contact us for more information on the vehicle, to schedule a test drive
today or not finding exactly what you're looking for, we'll help. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for
sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and
Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 22, Manual 5. Cylinders 4
cylinders 6 cylinders 2, 8 cylinders 19, Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with
recent price drops. Recently added listings. Price Drop. No accidents. New Listing. Title issue.
Know The Deal. Showing 1 - 18 out of 24, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. If there is one thing
I can say about this truck, It's reliable. As of today my Silverado has K miles, I have had to
replaced the front hubs, wheel bearings, and the water pump, and of course the brakes. I had
problems with the climate control selectors.. While running the AC there would be a thump and
the left side would instantly go to full heat.. And the fan control module melted once, lots of
smoke.. The truck still runs pretty strong, but wear to the engine and trans has begun to have
an effect on performance.. All in all, a very good truck, and if it died today, I couldn't complain.
Read more. Read less. Sign Up. Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. COM
Not only are we continuing to monitor the situation locally and globally, we are also taking
active measures to ensure our grounds and facility are safe and secure. We have done this by
increasing our cleaning and disinfecting efforts to combat any chance possible contamination.
As always, if you feel remaining in the comfort of your home is most beneficial for you and your
family we will be offering our White Glove Delivery Program for your shopping convenience.
Our store will continue business as usual with the same hours, and our sales department will be
able to help you with any questions you might have. We are ensuring a safe space for you to

shop and visit for all your vehicle needs! Transmission: Automatic Drive Wheel Configuration:
rear wheel drive. Primasing Motors is honored to present a wonderful example of pure vehicle
design Opulent refinements married with exceptional engineering make this the kind of car
you'll want to own for a lifetime. This 4WD-equipped vehicle handles any condition on- or
off-road with the sure footedness of a mountain goat. Exceptional in every sense of the word,
this incredibly low mileage vehicle is one of a kind. Intricately stitched leather and ergonomic
design seats are among the details in which test drivers say that Chevrolet Silverado HD LT is in
a league of its own If not for a few miles on the odometer you would be hard-pressed to know
this Chevrolet Silverado HD is a pre-owned vehicle. Duramax 6. Must Finance through GM
Financial. Carfax One-Owner Vehicle. Also includes K47 Air cleaner, high capacity. Digital
quality sound with coast-to-coast signal coverage. Just minutes away! Transmission: Automatic
Drive Wheel Configuration: four wheel drive. Odometer is miles below market average! We are
open and ready to serve you! Shop safely and conveniently from the comfort of your home!
Virtual brochures and local home delivery available! Call to schedule an appointment today!
Here at United we understand purchasing a vehicle can at times be a bit stressful. That is why
our staff is here to help make the process as easy on you as possible and welcomes the
opportunity to help in any way we are able to. We are a family owned business where you can
always speak to the owner. You can call us with any questions at Call us directly at ! Delivery
available upon request! Prices subject to change without notice and do not include Title,
License, Registration Fees, State or Local Taxes or Processing Fees Please contact seller first
for vehicle availability. After you submit your application a salesperson will contact you to verify
your information. Get Approved in 60 secs. Apply Now! We have the largest selection of used
cars, trucks, SUVs, and minivans. All types of financing available. STA Auto Group also
specializes in special credit financing. We can help! One of our seasoned, friendly salespeople
will be happy to explore our inventory with you, to help you find the best option for you. You
can sell your car to us and drive home happy in a quality-checked, reliable pre-owned vehicle.
Don't buy new; buy used and save! If you prefer shopping online, we also offer an extensive
online inventory, complete with Carfax vehicle history reports. Make us an offer from the
comfort of your home, or call us for the sale price. Priced to Sell! Powerful engine lineup,
multiple drivetrain configurations, substantial towing and hauling capacities. This year all
heavy-duty Silverados receive a redesigned hood and grille. On extended and crew cab models,
a power sunroof is a new option, and it includes a HomeLink universal transmitter and deluxe
overhead console. Recent Arrival! Call Harbor Nissan now or see this vehicle at See dealer for
details. Only at Harbor Nissan! Call us now at As a family-owned dealership, we have been
serving the surrounding area for five generations. Customer service is our main priority, and we
want to make sure our patrons are receiving the best possible care during the car shopping
process. Our convenient location in Salt Lake City also helps us cater to drivers in the
surrounding area as well as across state borders. At RC Automotive, we want to provide
shoppers with a wide selection of used cars, which is why we offer everything from affordable
vehicles to high-end models. In addition to our excellent customer service and comprehensive
pre-owned inventory, we also offer top-notch service and genuine OEM parts. We are here to
serve you, so please let us know how we can make your car buying and owning experience
even better! Free Carfax report for all vehicles! All vehicles come with a day mile warranty
directly from the dealership. Low mileage vehicles get an even longer warranty! Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant
vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year
s. Engine Details Transmission Automatic 2, Manual 1. Cylinders 8 cylinders 2, Fuel Economy.
Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. No accidents.
Check Availability. New Listing. Close Larry H. Frame damage. On extended and crew cab
models, a power sunroof is a new option, and it includes a HomeLink universal transmitter and
deluxe overhead console AutoCheck Vehicle History Summary Unavailable. Showing 1 - 18 out
of 2, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. This truck is absolutly outstanding. Before I owned it, a
rancher out in the Houston area owned it. He had to haul horse trailers, trailers with hay bales,
tractors, you name it. From what the dealership told us, the previous owner had it stuck in a
river for three days. The only thing needing replacement was the computer system. Since we
have had it, all i have had to replace was a fuel pump. I can cruise at 85 no problem. You
wouldent even know that my 30' rv was behind the truck because it doesnt strain the engine at
all. This truck is perfect for anything. No matter what you put it through, it wont stop. Read
more. Read less. Sign Up. If there is one thing I can say about this truck, It's reliable. As of
today my Silverado has K miles, I have had to replaced the front hubs, wheel bearings, and the
water pump, and of course the brakes. I had problems with the climate control selectors.. While
running the AC there would be a thump and the left side would instantly go to full heat.. And the

fan control module melted once, lots of smoke.. The truck still runs pretty strong, but wear to
the engine and trans has begun to have an effect on performance.. All in all, a very good truck,
and if it died today, I couldn't complain. Solid and dependable. I've checked out other trucks. I
usually drive 30, miles a year, and use my truck for my mobile office and pull a horse trailer
maybe 3, miles a year. The imports just do not have the comfort, ride, and power to satisfy my
needs. This truck looks and feels like a truck and not a plastic replica. Recently bought my
ext-cab Z71 silverado a few months ago, used with 90, miles on it. I'm the second owner. Good
things: Engine is still very quiet and runs smooth for having 90K on it, great on gas, ride is
smooth, 4wd still works, interior in great shape, no electrical or steering problems. Overall still a
great truck inside and out. Bad things: Doors rattle a little when driving over rough bumps,
transmission shifts hard into 3rd gear and makes a "smack" sound. I drove my Z71 for k miles
and thoroughly enjoyed the ride. Might be the best vehicle I will every own. I remember
everytime I got behind the wheel I thought it can't be this good everytime. It never let me down.
For one stretch of near 10k miles I didn't reset the full mpg meter and the gage leveled off at
That was excellent for a 5. Reliability was superior to any. At , miles, best vehicle i have ever
owned. Sharp, snappy, and handles like a deram. No major issues other than my heater module
has gone out twice. Bought this truck new from an older salesman. His piece of advice was to
never sell this truck, and i wont. I live near Lake Tahoe and take this truck skiing often without
worry. Have never been stuck. Pulls my enclosed trailer to Sturgis and is my daily commuter.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Silverado View Photos. List
Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1
star. Not a bad truck at 5 years old. Items per page:. Write a review See all Silverado s for sale.
Sponsored cars related to the Silverado Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either
been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are
subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from
thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting
stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has
been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks
"Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars?
Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better
purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular
blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring
types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage
fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an
impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American
used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car?
CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the service history of a
car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.
When the light is on, the truck won't engage into 4-wheel drive. When I turn my truck off and
start it again, the 4-wheel drive will work until the next time the light comes on. If I turn off the
truck with the 4-wheel drive engaged, when I turn the truck back on, it is still engaged. I have
replaced the switch on the dash. GM has replaced the electronic control module and updated a
program. It seems to happen most often when I hit bumps, especially wash boarded gravel
roads. It seems like it could be a bad connection or ground. The VIN tells me you're driving a
half-ton with the 5. When the Service 4WD indicator lights up it's telling us there's a problem
related to the Transfer Case Shift Control Module, the appropriate Diagnostic Trouble Code has
been stored in the control module's memory, and it's gonna shutdown 4x4 operation to prevent
additional damage. When the failure is intermittent, it's like it never happened every time you
restart the engine cycle the ignition , until the fault reoccurs. Then the light comes back on, and
you're out of business once again. According to your records the transfer case shift control
switch and the control module have been replaced, topped off with a re-flash of the module's
software. But, not a mention about the diagnostic trouble code which was stored in the control
module's memory bank -- nothing more important than that. If it was DTC C, chances are there's
a bad connection in the wiring harness between connector C under the hood and the transfer

case. This is part of the circuit between the front and rear propshaft speed sensors mounted on
the transfer case and the transfer case control module. Chevy technical service bulletin C, dated
April 15, , discusses a water intrusion condition affecting the harness and gives part numbers
for modified harness assemblies and connectors part numbers vary by vehicle option codes.
This problem has been setting DTC C and causing erratic 4x4 system operation on certain
Silverado, and additional GM built full-size and mid-size trucks and SUVs ranging from to Repair
Category. Need Help? TechHelp2 28 Jan , RE:Marshall B, On the oil pressure problem try to get
a manual reading with a oil pressure gauge to check the actual oil pressure of the engine. This
means remove the oil pressure switch and put a gauge in its place to get an oil pressure
reading. If the reading on the gauge reads normal then change the oil pressure switch on the
engine. Get back to me with your results, we can diagnosis the problem further if needed. The
wiring is about 88 inches long under the hood to the transfer case. As per Service Bulletin NoC
there are two part numbers that can be used. If you can scan the system for a trouble code that
can help further in the diagnosis. Marshall B. I have a GMC Sierra slt 5. The last 2 or 3 months,
my oil pressure Guage has been shooting up to 60 when I take off or accelerate, it shoots up
there to But when I let off the gas it goes back down to normal, and my truck oil pressure has
always stuck around 40 to I can't think of anything that would cause this. I was wondering if I
should put some kind of oil Flush additives or something like that. But I noticed that when I did
change it to any of the 4wd settings it would make a loud CLUNK sound even changing back to
2hi it would make it too. And the service 4wd light won't stay on all the time, It usually comes on
when I hit a bump. I need sum help, Please. Yunita 23 Dec , It would not have any codes on it?
My understanding was not unlike yours, I thought it had all the codes on it and the light would
come on when it recognized the code was interrupted? I was told by them it could be the TPS
Throttle position sensor I unplugged this while the car was running at idle it did not shut down
nor did the check engine light come on. Techhelp2 15 Jul , RE: Efrain, On the full-size pickup
and full-size utility models, replace the 2. This is from Service Bulletin No. Efrain 14 Jul ,
Techhelp2 18 May , Hi Rob, Don't replace anything until you have the wire harness to the
transfer case speed sensors inspected. There is a service bulletin on this condition where the
wire harness to the speed sensor wears through and can make the transfer case act erratically.
Some people say they have an intermittent illumination of the Service 4WD light. Upon
inspection the technician may find DTC C set. The customers may also say they have an
intermittent erratic operation of the 4WD. You may notice the problem may occur on rough road
or when wet conditions are present. Rob 18 May , About 2 days ago I was driving and noticed
that the selector switch was in "Auto 4WD", I selected 2Hi and went on; about a mile up the road
my transmission kicked into neutral but the gear selector was still in drive and 4wd selector was
still in 2Hi. I pulled over, turned the engine off, started back up, put gear selector into drive and
it was like it was still in neutral. I pushed 4Hi, it shifted hard, and started moving. Once I got
back on the road I pushed 2Hi and it shifted regularly and I drove to the house. This has
happened a few times in the last couple of days. Looking at replacing the switch and encodoer
motor to see if that helps. Any other suggestions other than taking it to the dealer for
diagnostic? Techhelp2 06 May , RE: Sergio, Chances are there's a bad connection in the wiring
harness between connector C under the hood and the transfer case. Have someone put a
scanner on the truck and see if a code is stored in the computer memory. It is possible that
code CO is stored, if not please let us know what the code that is stored so we can help you
diagnosis the problem further. I have the same issue with error"service 4wheel drive" combined
with the selector light going randomly to neutral this is where it differs from the rest of
symptoms there was a error notification"reduce engine Power" after it wouldn't. Shift into drive
or reverse but engine would rev just fine the morning I was able to somewhat engage 4hi that
when "reduce engine powers" came on. Techhelp2 15 Feb , If you post this to the forum I can
get you the service bulletin and other information you request. Pierre 15 Feb , The "service 4wd"
light came on my Silverado and I can no longer engage in 4wd. I tried replacing the selector
switch and still nothing. The ACM fuse is burnt and every time I plug a new fuse in, it instantly
burns out. I tried replacing the acuator and the fuse still burns out every time. I believe the
harness needs to be replaced because of the possibility of water hetting into it. What do you
think? Where can I see how to replace the harness? Techhelp2 23 Nov , RE: Tyson,The first
procedure you should do is to have a scan tool put on your truck to see if there are any trouble
codes stored in the modules memory. Repair any trouble codes that may come up. Thinking its
the motor by the transfer case that switches the truck from 4wd to 2wd. Techhelp2 15 Oct , RE:
Todd McMullan, To properly check the system the truck would have to be scanned for any
trouble codes related to the transfer case system. There a few related parts that can be checked
like the propeller shaft sensors, control module issues which include wire harness modification
and water getting into the module. That's just the tip of the problems. That is why scanning the

system is so important before repairing or replacing any parts. Todd McMullan 18 Aug , Any
advice? Admin 14 Mar , Each DTC has different values as to when the warning light goes out.
One may go off with three cycles of the ignition, while another must be cleared with the
appropriate scan tool. RE: Larry 10 Mar , If the technician at the dealership believes the problem
is in the harness, then that's most likely where it is. I've seen many times where a recall or TSB
does not "technically" apply to a specific vehicle, but does to other very similar models -- and
it's still the correct repair for both. Larry 10 Mar , I have a similar problem to Alex When the light
is on, the truck won't shift into or out of 4-wheel drive. I took it to the dealer ship and they say
that it had the error code C and suggested that I replace the wire harness. Is it only me that
thinks that wires should not ware out? Has anyone had this done and if so did if fix the
problem? I have read the bulletin C, and called Chevy Customer assistance, but they tell me that
based on my VIN number, my vehicle is not one effect by this issue. So I am confused.
Questions, 1 Is the dtc read from obd2 connector or somewhere else? Thanks, M. Fred Portrum
31 Jan , I have '05 hd silverado with 6. Sometimes it works fine sometimes not at all. Tranny
feels like its slipping sometimes with no pulling power at all. Gages not working correctly.
Amazingly just fixed itself. I think I have a serious wiring issue. The truck is nice, but I really
miss my trouble free Toyota Admin 04 Sep , Tom Watson 14 Aug , Service-4WD came in again.
Tom Watson 13 Aug , Trip odometer display replaced by Service 4wd. After that another 50
miles stopped for Coffee. Red-Neutral light on, but transmission acting normal. Dealership
cleared Codes, will see if it happens again. Admin 01 Apr , Hey Justin, Sorry about your bad
experience at the dealership. Like you said, it's the people. There are the good, bad, and ugly. If
you're only interested in clearing the codes to see if the DTCs erase and lights go out -- do a
hard reboot. Turn the ignition to On, and let is sit for about 30 minutes. Then, turn off the
ignition, hook up the battery, and fire the engine. Justin a different one 26 Mar , Admin, I'd agree
with your comments if dealers were honest. After spending 1. Had an independent mechanic
look at it, he showed me they never bothered to open the transfer case, showing me the cause
of the obvious and horrid grinding noise I had developed. I had two bearings left and the rest
were all shattered and messed up. Parts cost alone was horrendous. The independent guy
doesn't have a full shop and can't run codes however, so even though the problems are actually
fixed now, I can't use the 4x4 and having the same 4low issues as others. Chevy is probably
milking wealthier appearing customers by trashing the transfer cases on the freeway. Chevrolet
is not amusing me. Fiesta Ford also has a really bad reputation with my father, however they
were friendly enough to me and helpful versus deceptive, but I really think it's down to the
people. Anyone remotely near SoCal have this issue and have a remotely acceptable experience
at the dealer? Please reply if so. My guy has rebuilt a Freightliner from the ground up, so I am
certain of his competence. I built my computer myself, so I am sure I can handle the equip. Of
course, I'd prefer honest dealer listings. But I am hardly willing to continue thus. Ive had same
issue with my truck as well. It first appeared just before transmission went out. Has occured
ever sence. Have no controle in changing from 2 to 4 wd However after being stuck and needing
it it has "appeared " and allowed me to shift. Probably just lucky. Lol Drives me nuts! Also
prevents me from seeing miles driven until i restart. Admin 25 Dec , It could be a breakdown of a
module inside the instrument cluster, a poor ground, or a whole bunch of other possibilities.
Also, instrument panels can do some crazy things when the alternator isn't charging properly.
Something you can try yourself is disconnect the battery, jump the two battery terminals
together, and let it sit with the ignition on for about 30 minutes. This does a hard reset on all the
electronic modules, and once in a while corrects problems. Admin 15 Nov , Too many
possibilities to guess on that one. As with most, gotta start with retrieving the DTCs, check for
any service bulletins, then follow manufacturer troubleshooting. Lights on dash switch go from
neutral to 2w high randomly? Admin 12 Nov , Kevin, That's true. A malfunction light may not
always produce a diagnostic trouble code, and the manufacturers have diagnostics which apply
to that also. It's usually the control module, or a poor connection in the power or ground
circuits to the module. Best bet is getting it diagnosed at a Chevy dealership. You must find the
4WD trouble code before going any further. Kevin 29 Oct , And when it was all said and done,
they had to replace my front right hub while I left it when I was out of town. My last mechanic
told me he thought they nicked my CV boot while installing the hub as it was throwing grease
everywhere. Needless to say this was the icing on the cake for me. I ended up talking to the
service manager who looked at it and agreed to replace it on them so I have to make one more
trip there. But hopefully, this will be the last of it. I am just doing research now that I "believe"
my problem has actually been fixed and I came across this thread. You might be interested my
experience. I am not a mechanic and I didn't sleep at a holiday inn express last night so I will
describe it to the best of my ability. I was always actually in 2H but the light would display
wherever it wanted. I would also get the service 4WD code on my dash and I could not shift out

of 2H. I have a friend who owns a Chevy truck he works on and owns an auto repair shop. He
replaced the encoder motor. It worked for about 5 minutes. Then back to the same routine.
Through the course of 3 weeks, we replaced my 4WD push button switch assembly on the dash,
did a complete computer reprogram on the truck interestingly my dealer who serviced it
regularly had never done a single update on a 9 year old truck , and he replaced a sensor on the
front driveshaft related to the 4WD. The last time I was in, he replaced the automatic transfer
case module part This immediately put my truck in 4WD and it would not shift out of 4WD at all.
He put my old part back in and it shifted back into 2WD and did all the same stuff from before. I
decided to take it to the dealer and dropped it off when I was out of town. When I returned, the
dealer said the previous mechanic my friend , had not cleared the codes out of the computer
and that was the problem. I drove the truck home 10 miles and again, it showed my transfer
case was in neutral when it wasn't. Interestingly though, my service 4WD message never came
up on the dash this time. Only red glowing N showed me their was an issue. To say I was
beyond frustrated is an understatement. I had a very long talk with my service advisor who
brought out one of their most thorough mechanics and I had a long conversation with him
about everything I had done to fix the problem thus far. He proceeded to replace the encoder
motor again and had to drive it a fair distance before it yet again, started randomly choosing
lights. After several days diagnostics, he said my automatic transfer case module in my truck
would not hold a code in its memory. Therefore, there was nothing for him to read to tell him
what was going on. The encoder motor my friend used was a remanufactured one. Apparently
there is a bulletin out about faulty sensors in the early encoder motors. The problem is, they will
test fine as they are being rebuilt. The problem doesn't appear till later on when installed on the
truck. I hope this helps someone in diagnosing their issue. I know how frustrating the last
month has been for me. Admin 15 Oct , You need a scan tool to check the 4x4 diagnostic
trouble codes to begin diagnosis. Otherwise, you're paddling upstream. My silverado is stuck in
4wd low the service 4wd light was on but not now. Is there any way I can get it back to 2wd my
self? Will 18 Jul , Admin 27 May , Hey Eric, Gotta get it to a technician with the proper scan tool
Chevy Service. Gotta pull the DTC before going any further. Otherwise you're paddling
upstream. Eric 25 May , I have a 07 Silverado and the 4X4 Service light came on today. When I
went to start it it got stuck in 4L and had a hard time going. The motor was fine just seemed like
it jerked a little bit and then accelerated just fine. The 4X4 lights sometimes flashes. I got home
and turned the truck and restarted it. It stayed in 2H. Admin 25 Mar , I can't see worn tires
causing the problem. It's a tricky transfer case control system to diagnose. You have to start by
checking for trouble codes. I have worn Mud tires on my 05 4X4 could this cuse a shifting
probelm?.. My indacator Lights will go from and sometimes get stuck in 4HI I have already
re-placed the Encoder Moter.. Just to get you out of a JAM! Ernie 27 Feb , Admin 27 Feb , Gotta
scan, get the diagnostic trouble code, and diagnose the problem from there. So you really need
a qualified technician to do it right. I used 4whl auto 2 days ago and now the sevice light is on I
put it back to 2 whl but the auto light stays on. I have 44k miles on the truck. Is this a problem?
Admin 21 Jan , Foe example, there's a technical service bulletin involving your model truck
where the the 4WD light is on and DTC B is set. The "B" stands for a body code, and Autozone
may only being picking up "P" engine codes. The fix is replacement of the transfer case shift
control switch. That will confirm the failure, as opposed to buying parts on a hunch. Chris 16
Jan , I have a Silverado 4x4 with push button 4wd. The service 4wd light is on and never goes
out. However all 4wd drive functions seem to be working. I had Autozone check for codes an it
has none. Do I need to check with a different scanner? Just today it slipped out of gear but said
it was still in 2-HI. I pushed 4-HI and then back to 2-HI and it was fine again. Is the actuator
motor going bad or not holding like it should? Please help Thanks, Chris. Ron white 26 Dec ,
Admin 11 Dec , There's a diagnostic trouble code stored in the powertrain control module's
memory which will lead a technician to the cause of the failure. If the engine still runs OK it's
not an emergency but should be taken care of as soon as you can. Bring your vehicle in for an
oil change and any other service required when you get a chance. If the "Service 4 Wheel Drive"
message is displayed, again there is a trouble code stored in memory to help diagnose a
problem in the 4x4 control system. No emergency, especially if 4-wheel still works. I have a
silverado 4x4 and light come on for service.. The lights are not always on just now and then. I
don't even use the 4 wheel in the city. Admin 29 Nov , Bring it to a qualified repair shop and pay
the fee for an accurate diagnosis of the problem. They will start by pulling up the transmission
control system's diagnostic trouble code to begin diagnosing the problem. This is more
complex than a simple engine control problem. I dont want to cause damage , but dont want to
pay for unnecessary service either. Aaron 28 Nov , Jitter 28 Nov , My 05 Silverado also has the
light come on each time I start it. At times it goes into 4 L and won't come out until the truck is
shut off and started again later. You can feel the 4 L stopping and going. The indicator light

doesn't light up at all now. Admin 14 May , The DTC may very well lead you to the suspect
circuit. This DTC is caused by an insulation breakdown in the wiring to the speed sensor s 1 to
3 sensors depending on what transfer case you have. Not the sensors themselves. This
insulation breakdown can also cause a short circuit blown fuse. Justin 10 May , Hey thanks for
the reply. I haven't replaced the actual encoder motor yet. The TREC fuse shorted twice. The
first going into 4 wheel drive, and then the 2nd going back to 2wd. I replaced the fuse and hasn't
done it since, and the light has stayed steady in 2wd since. Now, today I tried going into 4wd
because I still get the "Service 4wd" message on the dash to see if it worked. When I push 4HI,
the light flashes for about 7 seconds and then nothing. The 2wd light stays on the whole time,
and it IS in 2wd. No definite noise from actuator either although I have really bad hearing. This
was the original problem I was having a few weeks ago that started this whole mess. To fix it
short term, I guarantee I could go underneath, and jiggle the harness going into the encoder
motor, while a friend pushes the 4HI buttons, and it would work. That is how we got it to work a
few weeks ago with a coworker helping me on it. So, should I check out that harness as the 1st
step, or is it looking like I need to replace the whole encoder motor? Because I wouldn't think
the sensor would be bad yet again. Thanks in advance for the for sure solution No, really,
thanks for the help, and let me know what you think. Admin 10 May , Hey Justin, If you've
already replaced the encoder motor, then chances are that's not the source of the short. You
really need to take a close look at the schematic, and try to duplicate the short blown fuse. Did it
blow going in 2 or 4-wheel? Then follow the circuit s which receives voltage at that time. It's
most likely a wire shorted to ground, somewhere. Justin 03 May , I have a problem, where the
4wd lights sometimes illuminate, and sometimes don't. I have replaced the encoder motor
sensor 5 months ago, changed the selector switch near the instrument panel 2 wees ago. After
both things, it would be fine for a short time. Replaced it with a 25A fuse, because it was the
only one I had at the time, and put the correct 30A fuse in yesterday, and all was fine, until
today, when I shifted back and forth from 2 to 4, and the lights went out. I haven't checked to
see if that fuse blew again, but if so, could it be the wiring harness, or would it be a short in the
Encoder Motor itself. Thanks a bunch for the reply. Admin 02 May , Not something you want to
attempt to diagnose without the right tools and experience. The procedure would begin by
viewing the switch inputs and sending command outputs fr
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om the shift control module to verify operation with the right scan tool , before investigating
mechanical failures. My 4 wd lights don't come on at all. It shifted into 4 lo from 2 hi. Went into 4
hi, now it won't come out and the lights don't blink or anything. Replaced the transfer case np
due to the leak from the output shaft pin. Now I have no control over this transfer case. Admin
17 Apr , I presume you're talking about changing the transfer case fluid, and no, that's not going
to fix the problem. When the 4WD light came on there was a diagnostic trouble code stored in
memory. To start, you need the correct scan tool to read the code and begin diagnostics. If
you're not familiar with the procedure, your best bet is getting it to a qualified technician to
check out. I to have an '05 Silverado and my service 4wd light comes on, but I can still use my
4wd. What do you recommend I do? I'm thinking that changing the oil might fix it. Please let me
know what to do. What's your opinion?

